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The Dark Side

by Louise Penny

by Danielle Steel

Searching for a missing woman amid a
catastrophic flood and blistering social
media attacks, a demoted Armand
Gamache bonds with the victim’s
distraught father, who contemplates a
murder of his own.

Haunted by the childhood death of her
sister, Zoe devotes herself to a nonprofit
career helping disadvantaged kids
before scars from the past challenge her
as a mother.
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by David Lagercrantz
A latest entry in the internationally
acclaimed series starring punk hacker
heroine, Claire Foy.

A tale set over the course of five decades
traces a young man’s rise from poverty to
wealth and back again as his prospects
center around his family’s lavish
Philadelphia estate.
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by Margaret Eleanor Atwood

by Ann Patchett

by Tracy Chevalier

A long-anticipated sequel to the bestselling The Handmaid’s Tale is set 15
years after Offred stepped into an
unknown fate and interweaves the
experiences of three female narrators
from Gilead.

Facing limited prospects after the loss of
her loved ones, a woman joins a circle of
embroiderers continuing a centuries-long
tradition at the Winchester Cathedral.
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by Judith A Jance

by Wilbur A Smith

Agreeing to help an acquaintance from
the past track down a missing child, Beau
launches an investigation that forces him
to confront his troubled past.

Torn apart by their parents’ death, Theo
seeks redemption by joining the British
military during the French Indian War,
while his beloved sister navigates her
way from abusive guardians into
France’s high society.
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by Brenda Novak
In the wake of her husband’s shocking
crime, Savanna Gray moves with her
children to the Silver Springs farmhouse
where she was born and becomes
attracted to a handsome handyman.

by Stephen King
Published to coincide with the release of
It: Chapter Two, a supernatural thriller
finds an abducted youth imprisoned in an
inescapable institute, where teens with
psychic abilities are subjected to
torturous manipulation.

